Minutes of AES TC-FOA formative meeting at AES127th Convention in New York City

Time: 10:00 – 11:00 on 9th of October, 2009
Place: Room 1E05 at Javitz Convention Center

Co-Chairs:
Ronald G. Ajemian (USA) present
Werner Bachmann (Europe) not present

1. Sign in member sheet passed around
2. Introduction of TC-FOA mission
3. Self introduction of participants around the table
4. Discussions about areas of concentration for fiber optic technologies regarding TC-FOA.
5. Brief Fiber Optic power point tutorial (by Ronald Ajemian)
6. Proposal of workshops, tutorials, and master classes for future AES Conventions and upcoming AES 128th Convention in London.
   ● Tutorial on Fiber Optics at upcoming AES Conventions
   ● Workshop on Fiber Optics for upcoming AES Conventions
   ● Report to disseminate information about fiber optics uses to AES standards and other parties concerning fiber optic connectors and cables with a host of other applications for pro-audio
   ● deploying fiber optics
7. Fiber Optic Connector Termination Demo
   ● Terminating an LC fiber optic connector to a fiber optic cable
8. Open floor for some questions
9. New Business
   ● None
10. Next meeting schedule
    ● May, 2010 at AES 128th Convention in London
11. Adjourn the meeting
    ● At 11:00